
 

It’s like Yelp, but for plastic surgery, or what RealSelf likes to 

call, “medical beauty.” 

Started in 2006 by former Expedia exec Tom Seery, RealSelf 

has flown under the radar in tech circles. But the site boasts 3 

million unique visitors a month and is doubling its audience 

year-over-year. Having raised just under $2 million in angel 

funding from early Microsofter and man-about-computing Mike Slade, Expedia and Zillow co-

founder Rich Barton, and Orbitz CEO Barney Harford, RealSelf has been profitable for over a 

year. 

The idea is fairly simple — so simple that it’s a bit of a surprise no one else has done it. It follows 

one of a handful of classic startup business models that Seery learned at Expedia: Find a market 

that thrives on its lack of transparency and make it transparent. 

Expedia/Hotwire/Orbitz/Priceline did it for the airline industry. Zillow and Trulia are doing for 

real estate. Castlight Health, ClearHealthCosts, and probably a dozen others are doing for 

healthcare. Catercow is doing it for catering prices. Speakerfile is doing it for conference 

speakers. Thuzio is doing it for pro athlete appearances. 

RealSelf does it for plastic surgery. The decision to get a nose job, breast implants, or a tummy 

tuck is a big one. It’s optional surgery, and it’s not cheap. The average consideration period is 

one to two years. Potential patients want to talk to people who’ve done it. And people who’ve 

done it want to share their experience. 

http://www.realself.com/
http://www.secondave.com/mike.html
http://pandodaily.com/2012/04/09/speakerfile-launches-eharmony-for-experts-and-conference-planners-plus-premium-accounts-for-pando-readers/
http://pandodaily.com/2013/01/17/tiki-barbers-thuzio-raises-1-5-million-to-pimp-out-pro-athletes/


But instead of focusing on the doctor (like, in the case of Yelp, which hosts reviews of specific 

restaurants), RealSelf focuses on the procedure. “We uncovered that there are a lot of people 

that want to have the conversation at that level,” Seery says. That is more useful to a wider 

audience, than say, rating something as specific as a Nashville rhinoplasty doctor. 

These communities existed before — mostly in whispered conversations at social gatherings. 

There were also message boards like YesTheyreFake.net. But many of these early online 

communities rewarded frequency of posting, which meant that extreme plastic surgery patients 

dominated the community. Likewise, directories that offered “pay to play” for doctors to be 

listed have been killed off by Google’s improvements to its search rankings. 

http://pandodaily.com/2013/01/23/realself-makes-plastic-surgery-transparent/  

http://www.yestheyrefake.net/
http://pandodaily.com/2013/01/23/realself-makes-plastic-surgery-transparent/

